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28 YRS AND
COUNTING

It was twenty eight years ago back in February
That Hashing start up in the Caura Valley
Twenty eight years ago boy they had a time
It was a good run followed by a good lime
Over the years we improve on the runs
Over the years the limes became more fun
Through our history we visit many nice lands
Along the way we even made us some fans
Anywhere we go we make our presence known
Because we always make our selves right at home
In our memoirs you will see we went on a cruise
You will also see that we drink out all the ship booze

Our Hash Masters they always do their best
Each of them has passed every single test
Over the years hashers went and came
But a core group always remains the same
To all of them I would want to tip my hat
28 not possible without you and that’s a fact
To all of the hares thanks for a job well done
Without you guys we just would not have a run

When our history is wrote you will see we tried other
sports
But none compare to hashing I must report
Kayaking golf cycling and swimming
But none compare to this thing call hashing
2
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THE EVOLUTION

OF POSHHH:
FROM HIS-STORY TO WE-STORY

David Jamison

we have, in typical Trini fashion, developed a brand of
hashing that is unique..…as if Frearson gave us the
hashing equivalent of oil drums and we have turned it
into a vibrant music-maker. (By the way, we did use
steel drums to hold the Carib when we started, cooled
by ice blocks from the ice factory and transported in an
old station wagon by Nick and Penny Ribbeck, the first
hash booze.)

RULES

This is a good illustration of my point. Despite the
apparent anarchy of the hash movement (if you could
use that that description -and I know that immediately
some will state: “only if bowel comes before it”),
all hashes have rules. Having hashed quite a bit
overseas, it is clear that POSHHH has chosen to
disregard many of these. We don’t have a religious
advisor, we don’t form a circle for the down down, and
we don’t all have hash names…. the list goes on.
It is as if Frearson, as our Moses, only brought some
of the tablets along and even then; we stopped taking
a few of them. However, probably to our collective
astonishment, we do observe some rules. New shoes
will get you a down down quaff from the offending
footwear, no matter how fouled they have become
on the run. There is always a poofter award and you
dare not refuse the shirt. Virgins are identified and
initiation customs observed. The down down ceremony
is chaotic and idiosyncratic (reflecting the personalities
of the hash masters) but we do sing -really badly‘they are hashers, they’re true blue’ when the moment
comes.

“Run with these false and
most contrarious quests”
William Shakespeare (from
Measure for measure)

It is the 4th February 1984 and an
unsuspecting bunch of Trinis and
expats are assembled in the Caura
Valley, one of the many beautiful
river valleys in Trinidad’s Northern
Range, to hear a well-spoken
Englishman describe what hashing
is about.
OK, you run around in the bush
following a trail –we get that – and
the trail has circles called checks
which lead to other trails, only
one of which is correct, and the
false ones have a cross which
means you have to go back to the
circle. OK…weird but not totally

intellectually incomprehensible.
When you are on the correct trail,
you have to shout On On so others
will know the right way. Yep, we
savvy that too. Oh yes, and the trail
is set in Flaah. WHAT? What de
ass is Flaah? (The English/British
pronunciation of “FLOUR”)
Despite the bafflement caused
by the English enunciation of our
beloved founder and first hash
master Peter Frearson, the Port
of Spain Hash House Harriers
(POSHHH) born that day, 28 years,
ago has prospered. Always a
problem child, then a troublesome
teenager and now a contrary
adult, POSHHH reflects the fact
that it was conceived in the late,
legendary Pelican pub during
4

the consumption of significant
quantities of Carib. POSHHH has
never severed its umbilical cord link
with beer, which really explains it
all!
As one of those there that February
day, along with other ancients such
as Lorin and Big Mac, it seems
hard to believe that 1984 is so long
ago when once, it was a symbol
of the future - thanks to George
Orwell’s futuristic novel.
I have been charged with writing
an article on the evolution of the
hash. This is difficult. I could make
a serious case that we have not
evolved at all, we certainly haven’t
grown up - Nevie Boos, I rest my
case!- but that would be trite, as

However, the true soul of POSHH is illustrated when it
comes to creating our own:

CUSTOMS

Some I wish we hadn’t…
Is Stand up Randall still funny…?
and does every hare have to say this run has no mud,
water, hills, ……? but maybe I would miss them if they
were dropped!

But the others, well where do we start?

HASH MASTERS

Initially the convention of appointing a hash master
who went on until they got tired of it or moved on
was followed but this was changed by Re-Wat who
took the job on condition that he only had it a year. It
was an inspired decision as each year POSHHH is
shaped by the character strengths and flaws of the
incumbent master and assistant. It is like you’re eating
at a restaurant that changes head chef every year…
sometimes the cuisine is a bit odd, maybe even raw,
but never dull!
I am sure that elsewhere in this celebration magazine,
tribute will be paid to the masters. From A to Z,
Asha to Zam, we have had rich array of characters.
The autocratic, the enlightened, the laid back, the
garrulous, the shy, the short, the tall, the glamorous
(OK that’s a fib)…..It is like the Chinese year - will this
be the year of the cat or dragon….?!
Sorely unappreciated, I take this opportunity to thank
you one and all. Please take a bow…. And a down
down

HARES/ SOBRIQUETS

Bimbos, Bats, Big Dicks, Three Butts, Fearsome
Foursome, Mountain Goats, Tilleys, Arima, Central and
Prick-a Posses… we have had them all and endured
the same hyperbolic claims. Runs of the year, decade,
and century … promises as inflated as the Blimp with
perhaps the same quantity of hot air. No matter, we still
turn up thinking maybe they will not f**k up this one.

THE BEST HARES?

Asha and Betty, of course….. no, of course I wasn’t
forced to say that….Abel and Rewat…. Old stagers
Lorin, Arima boys, Martin …. Randall would be up
there, if he could reach ( sh*t and I said I hated that
joke)….Young pretenders (and posers) like Justin,
Harpers…. buy me a beer and I will tell you…
Being a POSHHH hare means you get to recce
(although really, do some of them?)..…….means you
see parts of Trinidad not known to most Trinis…..
means meeting a rich array of curious locals…. and
then lime in the bush or in a local rumshop. Some of
the best of times….

HASH KAISO COMPETITION

The best of its kind on earth. OK, so what if it is the
only one in the world? Only POSHHH would discover
that, amongst our sweating and malodorous ranks,
5

there was a genius calypsonian and then, ban him
from the competition because he kept winning!
From humble beginnings, the Kaiso competition is now
a fixture on the international music circuit on a par with
the Grammys, American Idol, and Soca Monarch and
Road March title. At least, you would think so, given
the intrigue, plotting, backbiting and biased judge
allegations. Strangely, it seems to be an event where
rules have been created which seem to defeat what
might be perceived to be the object: to find the best
entertainer…… but then what would I know about it???
I am waiting for the day that Mystery brings out his
CD of Greatest Hits but meantime bring on the next
evening of bum notes and bacchanal.
As this is my article I can quote from the sadly
overlooked masterpiece called De Hash Is A Mistress
by the tragically neglected and misunderstood artist
Lord Help-Us which provides a perfect illustration of
the Hash Kaiso who sagely advises:
SOME SAY DE HASH IS JUS LIKE A CHURCH
JUS WORSHIP DE CARIB AN YUH NOT IN DE
LURCH
OTHERS SAY NAH, DE HASH IS A CLUB
WHERE YUH DOES DRINK MORE DAN IN DE PUB
OR IS IT SHELTER FOR LONELY AND BROKEN OF
HEART
WHERE ALL IS WELCOME, EVEN ALL DE OL FART
BUT ME I SAY NAH, DE HASH IS A SHE
DEPUTY AND MISTRESS TO ALL AH WE
AND SHE SAY ON ON ……….DOWN DOWN
AND SHE SAY ON ON………. DOWN DOWN

YUH TINK I IS MAD, WELL LOOK AT DE FACTS
DE WHOLE DAMN TING IS HIDING YUH TRACKS
YUH DOES MEET EVERY 2 WEEKS BUT DE VENUE
DOES VARY
YUH DON WANNA BE CAUGHT IN POSITION
MISSIONARY
AND LOOK HOW DE LADY AROUSES YOU SO
SHE GET YOU HOT,WET AND STICKY AND THEN
SHE SAY NO
NOT DIS WAY, NOT DAT WAY, IS HERE YOU MUST
PASS
SHE HAS ALL AH WE CATCHIN WE ASS
Ah, DAT is ………….(Editor’s note-readers are invited
to fill in the blank word having edited out the writer’s
word which was genius)

TOBAGO

The annual weekend in Tobago has been a fixture
since the start. Strangely, given our behaviour, we are
still welcome at Johnstons, the perfect location for four
days of full on liming. Each year has its highlights….
couples break up or get back together again, De
Friggin Ass is de judge, the mysterious theft of the
skinny dippers clothing (they are still coming for you
Betty), the karaoke (OK that’s a stretch), the rapist and
the retribution, a nose job…..
Most of all, fantastic run sites, many of them
discovered with the assistance of Mark Puddy.
The Overseas Hash
Grenada was the first and we have subsequently been
all over the Caribbean and onto the South American
mainland.Barbados, St Lucia, Antigua, Jamaica, Union
Island, Dominica, Grenada, Suriname, St Kitts, The

Cruises etc, they each have their stories that become
legends. If I had to pick, mine would be the trip to Bequia
where the arrangements had not included making sure
that we had a boat to get across from St Vincent. No
matter, a fishing boat was procured and we made it,
only to be met by a welcoming committee. Not there for
the hash, it turned out, but to meet the footballers as, in
those days, the hash toured with the White Shadows,
most of who were also hashers. We ran the hash, drank
our down downs and then turned out to play football only
to find out that the whole island then turned out to watch
the match.
The thunderstorm in the Suriname jungle, taking white
powder back into the Freeport area in Belize (how were
they to know it was flour), the ganja cakes in Jamaica….
so many great memories.

EPILOGUE

I have left out other rituals...the Hash Christmas party,
the Boxing Day cross dressing football…. but writing this
article has demonstrated that it is impossible to bring
out the uniqueness of the Port of Spain Hash. Little did
Peter Frearson know what that one seed would grow!
I count myself blessed to have been there at the start
and to be still part of it. I was asked the other day if it
was a club where networking took place. The immediate
reaction was to laugh and point out that we don’t care
who you are, what you do, what you earn, where you
from, what your religion is…. Just come and run (or
walk) and lime (or leave) and shit talk (or listen)….
You might need to drink but it does not have to be Carib.
This is the broadest and most accepting and forgiving
congregation. It doesn’t matter if you can make all the
runs, no judgment is passed-except perhaps that you
missed a great run and lime.
I have made friends for life and lost some along the way.
I treasure their memory. I still cannot see a firefly after
a hash lime without thinking of Re-Wat, bare of back,
acerbic of wit but my true friend and brother who loved
the hash and never forgave me for not involving him on
the first run.
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We have hashed in places of natural beauty that
leave you wondering how Trinidad can be so rich in
splendor and yet this is not known to the majority of the
population. To slip away from the lime and see, through
the bamboo, the sun setting in the same sky as the
moon is rising; to feel the rain cool your skin running
through the forest; to run along the old cocoa plantation
trails in the wooded hills and wonder who made them;
to quote from an old Bob Seger song “these are the
memories that make me a wealthy man”
Whatever your beliefs, there is an ‘on in’ waiting for us
all one day. When my time comes, I will take that trail
knowing that I was fortunate enough to have been a
POSH3 hasher through and through.
So, let’s celebrate the 800th, reflection is good for the
soul, but know de next trail waitin’ to be set… and drink
to POSHHH, the hash that is truly WE-STORY.
ON ON
7

800 Runs

			

800 runs, have we really reached that far
800 runs means more than 800 bars
800, some people cannot even count that high
800 runs, some in the wet and plenty in the dry
Each of the 800, if not good it was great
Our hashers and the terrain is what makes our runs great
What makes us so great are the people and places
The eccentrics among us and the smiling faces
Never being afraid to depart from the norm
We have even hashed mere hours after a storm
Puffing, panting climbing and sweating all the way to the end
Then back at the bar have a beer with a friend
Whether Toco, Rio Claro, Aripo or Port of Spain
We completed 800 in sunshine or rain
Whether Barbados Antigua or Santo Domingo
We have had good runs wherever we go
Many thanks to the hares for 800 runs
You stuck to your task whether rain or sun
Yes dear hashers and friends we have reached a milestone
Every single hash was stamped Trinbago to the bone
Through hashing we explore and traverse our twin island paradise
At least once per year we visit another country which is good but not
as nice
We have been on 2 cruises and hashed in the destinations
We hosted Interam which brought people from many lands to our
island nation
Stop and reminisce about your most memorable run
Even if on a run you got lost, think back it was fun
Hashing with POSH3 is hashing with the best
When you hash with us you simply forget the rest
So we look forward to many many more
Feel free to join us we won’t stop you at the door
So put on your shoes and join in the fun
We always have a good lime after the run
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Hash
Master
Roster
Hash Masters
2012 - Mumtaz Amarali
2011 - Arthur Seebalack
2010 – Michelle Redon
2009 – Risa Mohammed
2008 – Justin Henry
2007 – Zameer Ali
2006 – Brian Dookie
2005 – Randall Lyon
2004 – Gerry Soogrim
2003 – Audrey Shim
2002 – David Esdale
2001 – Christine Lyon
2000 – Asha Saith
1999 – Darin Marshall
1998 – Gary Darwent
1997 – Martin Griffith
1996 – Mike McGee
1995 – Elizabeth Agostini
1994 – Abel Coehlo
1993 – Roy Purves
1992 – Joanne Darwent (Esdale)
1991 – Peter Rees-Watkins
1990 - Don Collier
1989 - Don Collier
1988 - Dave Blunden
1987 - Dave Blunden
1986 - Dave Blunden
1985 - Peter Frearson
1984 - Peter Frearson
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What hashing
means to me
Shawna Maharaj
I started writing this piece at least 10 times! I had
quite a few ideas but I just couldn’t decide how to
share what hashing means to me. Perhaps I should
mention details about my first time:
“It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon in July of
2010… a front runner of the POSHHH took me to
the hills of Paramin where I inevitably popped my
hash cherry. I remember being very curious about
this outdoor experience. I wanted to run at first but I
realized that I just needed to take it slow, settle into a
comfortable rhythm and enjoy the ride. At first, I went
down, then up… then back and forth, fast and slow,
then up and down again. It was dizzying and I was
hot and sweaty in no time! My body ached, my thighs
throbbed in pain and my heart raced in anticipation of
the climax. Above or below, the view was beautiful in
these parts. In the end, I was wet and this long, hard
trail…”
Hmmm… doubt I’m sending the right message.
Perhaps I should mention details about one of my
favorite runs instead:
“Gran Couva was the hot spot of choice for the
farewell of a Trinbago-loving, now San Franciscobased hasher.

It was a day like any other [organized chaos] but the
location was tricky… on the slope of a hill, alongside
traffic with onlookers in plain sight. It felt so wrong but
so right… just the way I like it. Anyway, I started my
trek deep into the forest when the time was right and
quite unexpectedly, it began raining. In a matter of
minutes, I was drenched, panting, sliding everywhere
and messy. My makeshift twine belt loosened,
causing my pants to slip off my waist and down my
hips a bit. My cold, damp tee-shirt left me perk…”
Hmmm… guess this won’t work either! Perhaps I
should mention the names I’ve grown quite fond of:
“Bimbos, Numb Nuts, Juicy P, Big Dicks, and Prick-aPossee…”
Oh dear, this isn’t working out at all!
I really need to figure out how to say this unique
pastime can be exciting, entertaining, painful,
interesting, enjoyable, unique, informative,
distracting, funny, energizing, tiring, unforgettable and
addictive. I just keep coming back for more!!
On Top! Sorry…
On On!

Janine Winston
Fresh air amidst nature ... FREEDOM! Meeting
people from all walks of life is totally awesome,
quite interesting, and at times, challenging. The
camaraderie and friendship cliques is a constant and
fun to be around.

It’s a great feeling, a stress reliever, time to just forget
all the hustle and bustle of everyday life’s trials and
tribulations. It is welcoming and very real.
This is what the hash means to me.

After sweating for about an hour and a half, the
motivation and drive to finish is the fact that cold
beers await your arrival, coupled with endless chatter
and lots of laughter.

HASH HISTORIAN
Hash Facts

• We hosted the the First Inter Caribbean
Hash in 1995

• The shortest Hash was set in Quinam Bay by
Gerrard Soogrim

• A male Hasher paraded in a bikini at the
Inter Caribbean in 1995

• We have had two sets of married couples a Hash
Masters

• We hosted the Inter Americas Hash in 1997

• Justin Henry was the youngest Hash Master

• Nevie Boos introduced can beer to the hash

• The first overseas was in Grenada

• Velchen “Flash “ Boos has the distinction
of attending the most hashes and never
starting one

• The largest number of hashers counted was the
hash on run# 356 set by Enrique, Maureen and
Lori on March 22 1997. 237 hashers started the
run in Chaguaramas

The next
Generation
Having been around for 28 yrs, it is inevitable that some of
our members would pass on to the great hash in the sky,
some will stop hashing and some will no longer be up in the
front pack. This realization often brings into focus succession
and continuity.
Continuity will come from two possible sources either we get
younger members coming in or we inculcate our off spring
into the hash fraternity. POSHHH has taken both options.
We have an increasing number of persons in the 20 to 40
age group who are becoming regular hashers so much so
that late last year a group of them set a run up in the Matura
Mermaid pool area. This group however surprise surprise
DO NOT DRINK. If this continues then we will have to
change the name from hashing to something else.
In regard to the offspring option we have a number of sons
and daughters of hashers who have become regulars and
would hopefully carry on the tradition. We have some off
spring from the very early POSHHH hashers who are still
hashing and we have some teenagers and pre teens who
are children and or grandchildren of hashers.
OUR FUTURE IS IN GOOD HANDS
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A perspective
on POSHHH

Christine Lyon

POSHHH or Hashing as we Hashers fondly say,
conjures up strange things in the minds of people
who are hearing about it for the first time. Most of the
time the reality does not resemble anything that they
imagine and turns out to be a wonderful new addition
to their lives.

18 plus years ago my best buddy and I decided to
start ‘walking the Savannah’. On occasion some other
buddies would join us and one particular afternoon one
invited us to Tranquility Tennis Club for refreshments
after our walk. She was a member and we were not
and we were very unceremoniously ‘kicked out’. “Not a
problem” said my best bud – Carib’s Rugby Club will
not kick us out. And so began a new chapter in my life.
A couple weeks later the Hash Master of the day
invited us to go Hashing. Quite taken aback I declared
‘I don’t do that’. Hashing was explained and that
weekend we threw husbands in the car and took off
to Londonville. Reewat had to coax Randall out of the
car and away from the races on the radio however
5 minutes into the run he was hooked while I was in
tears at the bottom of a sandpit. A couple of months
later I remember saying on the drive home at midnight
or there abouts “only mad people do this’. 18 years
later we are still very much into Hashing and there are
some very interesting and deep reasons for this.
It doesn’t take long to appreciate the dynamics of the
POSHHH. It is made up of very colourful people from
all walks of life. There are no ‘airs and graces’. No
pretences of grandeur. Many professionals and non
professionals come together and are all equal. There
is healthy competition between the young and fit but
more important a camaraderie that is unmatched.
This carries through the entire group and is a result of
the rigorous cross country runs that Hashers endure
together followed by the all important socializing that
takes place after. There is a general feeling of family
and special friendships are built.
18 years ago I was a reasonably youngish wife and
mother who had lived a relatively dull life homemaking
and raising children. My husband had just retired from
playing National Cricket and was feeling like one of

HASH

ANOTHER ADVENTURE!
Dianne Henderson

his arms had been cut off. And there it was – Hashing.
This filled a hole in Randall’s life that had appeared
due to the absence of Cricket not to mention filling
my life with interest, excitement, and many treasured
new friends. More importantly is the deeper things that
hashing has done for us, and which it does for most
people even though they don’t realize it.

I joined the hash because running is what I love to
do and doing it differently was like starting a new
adventure, trails being one of them. Cross training
was something else I also enjoyed ever since I began
participating in triathlon events in 1989 and knew its
importance and worth to training as it increased my
strength and potential in distance events.

I often say fondly that Hashing is a ‘half way house
for dysfunctional people’. However this statement has
a much deeper meaning than you may think. Every
human being is dysfunctional and many take the
wrong paths when faced with a crossroad. Hashing
has the ability to steer you onto the right path. Randall
was a little lost without his cricket that had occupied
over half of his life for 16 years. Hashing allowed
him to find new interest and competition. As for me,
within a short time I found self confidence, courage,
the ability to put myself ‘out there’ in a way that I was
never able to do before. I found a rich social life with
people who made me feel special. This is the greatest
reward as you carry all these new found abilities into
all aspects of life. Within the five years following our
start up of Hashing I slowly matured into a person of
substance who commanded respect and appreciation
in all aspects of her life. I found myself doing things
outside of hashing that I would never have dreamed of
doing. Giving speeches, talks on platforms at business
sessions, holding my own in arenas where I would
have been a non entity. Just as important for me was
the fact that after a lifetime of being in the shadow of
a ‘high achieving’ husband I now was able to succeed
at something. These are skills that I will cherish forever
and I owe to the POSHHH.

So the hash at that time was simply beer, shredded
paper, new shoes, poofter t-shirts and many rituals and
songs. Throughout the years the members joining and
turning up to run has seen a constant flow of expats,
the odd ball who needed to find a home and those
who just curious to find out about hashing. There
seemed to be more odd balls as we went along. But
the question always arises what’s the main reason
people join the hash, is it to associate with a bunch
of misfits or find company or just to get in a run?
For some of the foreigners among us, seeing and
experiences a variety of places in Trinidad was a
strong motivator.

Everyone who joins the POSHHH can and will reap the
same benefits like Randall and myself. However, make
no mistake hashing will weed out those who are not
good hashing material. This happens just as a natural
course of things. Those who think of themselves
as ‘too good’ will not return and it is their loss. The
POSHHH is quite large and I have seen quite a few
‘turnovers’ in regular members who come every two
weeks. While new members are looked forward to,
older ones tend to move on a little but we never lose
track of them and our treasured friendships never die.
12

Surprisingly, the trends also changed in the 2k era,
where we witnessed the advent of adventure racing
and multi sport events such as the North Cross
Challenge, BG Energy Challenge and C2C. These
brought on a new beginning to T&T broadening the
scope of an athlete or the ordinary runner. It also
increased the need to cross train as trail running then
became a necessary skill to take on the adventure
demand. The hash was the ready component and
as such filling the gap bringing on a different and
varied type of hasher: younger, healthier and more
competitive. I had the opportunity recently to ask a few
of them the question: “So why did you join the hash?”
One guy said “because I was bored…running around
the savannah,” and added that it has been great ever
since. Other comments were that they were invited by
a friend and another said someone told him how much
fun it was.
And what of the down downs was another question,
an integral factor of the whole ‘club’. ”Did you stay for
the down downs? “Yes” he said, and they also stayed
especially if they brought some new recruits. This is
necessary if we are to carry on the traditions of the
hash. For me, the rituals have been the factor that

made
me want to see what else
would ‘they’ come up with next and it kept me coming
back. There was never a dull day, and always a laugh.
Fusion came about and this opened up even more
introductions to the group. My crew was encouraged
to learn more about running trails and what better
way than to run a hash. But what really has been
the magnet? Well I still believe that it’s the people.
That eccentricity, creativity, shit talking, oddballing,
multi-race group of people that you just get a really
good feeling about. The feeling that you can in fact
be YOU is what continues to infect others and draw
virgins, in this World of oppression, rules, standards
and restrictions. So we say keep it going and On On
to all the past hash masters for keeping the POSHHH
strong.
13

HASH KAISO
THROUGH THE YEARS

- Cyril St. Louis

This is T & T and we are the
Hash, so it was bound to happen.
The creative juices existing in
the hashers were yearning to
find expression somewhere and
somehow and so it was that in
the Carnival of 1996, the first ever
Hash Calypso Competition was
organized. Now, 16 years later, we
take a look at what has transpired
over this period. .’
The first edition of this competition
was the only one held outside
of Port of Spain. The venue was
Piggy’s Bar in the deep South on the
way to Point Fortin. Our first Hash
Calypso Monarch was Mystery who
sang “Ah hashing and ah wining”
which some of the hashers of that
era still refer to.
In 1997, the tradition was started of
having this Calypso Extravaganza
on Carnival Saturday and we
assembled at the late Pelican for
the event. Mystery was intent on
retaining his crown with “Hashing
Soca” but the night belonged to the
Mighty Eamon singing “Who is Me”
accompanied (if that is the word) on
guitar by daddy, D2F.
Carnival Saturday 1998 represented
the first moment of glory for Big Mac
who stole the show with “He ent
Able” and he was crowned Hash
Kaiso Monarch.
In 1999, the venue was shifted to
Martin’s on the Boulevard where
there was no microphone system

and no band. However, Mystery
regained the crown with “Kitch Say”
where Kitchener related his seeing
“Mad men on the run, they having
fun, by shouting ON-ON”
The turn of the century saw a
return to the Pelican and Mystery
completed the first hat-trick of wins
in this competition with “Dat is a
Hash” in 2000 and “I am not singing
this year” in 2001 He duly bowed
out of the competition and has
appeared in all subsequent years as
a guest performer.
The contest was well and truly on in
2002. Groupies started emerging
and these included the Soaking
Girls and the Bin Rude Girls who
sang ‘Run Nevie Run.” Tall Dark
and Have Some sang about the
Curacao Hash and completed a hat
trick of second places. However,
that year saw the first ever Hash
Calypso Queen in the person of
Tanty Merle.
In 2003, there was a strange
decision that the show would
be non-competitive but that only
seemed to spur on the participants
to be more creative. Big Mac
boasted that “ I taught Rhonda to
roll her Rs.” It seemed that the
Dooks had a sore throat and Tall
Dark and Have Some (TDHS) sang
what could only have been Dook’s
song, “I’m in love with a Bajan.”
Three female hashers dressed in
saris sang “Ah want a big belly
hasher to wine up on me” and
14

chutney had made its presence
felt. Mystery gave an explanation of
“Love, Fearsome Foursome Style”
and Susan Lee did a hash version
of the popular “Rough Rough Wine”
By popular demand, the competition
returned in 2004 and Big Mac
was back in winner’s row singing
“Dook in the water,Dook in the salt”
Among those he left in his wake
were Audrey singing “Ah taking
the Crown” (aka Whoop Whap –
Take Dat), the Hasherettes with
a “Tribute to Hash Masters,” Tall
Dark and Have Some singing about
the previous year’s cruise and the
defending champion, Tanty Merle
with “The Hash is not a Race,” a
calypso which turned out to be a
marathon.
The year 2005 saw the biggest
group of all time and they seemed
to overwhelm the judges by pushing
their winning selection, “Tot –Tots”
up in their faces. The Arima Posse
looked elsewhere and performed
“Travelling on the Cat.” With an
advantageous bunch like these, the
poor cat did not have a chance and
they failed to place.

Twosome.
The Hasherettes retained their
crown in 2007 and were now poised
for a hat-trick.
Big Mac had big things on his mind
in 2008 and took the opportunity in
his song to propose to his special
lady. He not only got the judges’ nod
but the People’s Choice as well and
a special prize from the special lady.
The Road March title was claimed
by the Fearsome Foursome.(First
time they win anything)
POSHHH observed 25 years of
hashing in 2009 and Tall Dark
and Have Some capitalized on
the occasion with a winning
composition on this topic. He
was followed by Big Mac and the
Fries with “She want a Man” and
D Doobie Brothers with One Man
short and Minimus Dan who sang
“A Hashman is essential”
Tall Dark and Have Some was at it
again in 2010 and he led the field
with “Hashers like to bump their
gums” A mere two points behind,
in second place, was Lord Cappy

with “I done with that.” Lord Help
Us copped third place singing “De
Way”
In 2011, Tall Dark and Have Some
completed his hat-trick of wins
with his composition “The Running
Man” who always left his female
unsatisfied to go and run. In second
place was the Harper Men who also
took the Road March title with “on
Back”
After making his usual guest
appearance, Mystery was called
back to do his popular hit of 2010,
“The Greatest Hash Of The Year”
As we look back over the years,
certain things stand out and merit
special mention.
In the first year, Boobs and her
back-ups sang about “our Hash
Pricks” but the topic was so dead
that she failed to place. In the
tenth year, a bunch of pricks sang
“Tot-Tots” and the topic was so upbeat and lively that they won
Consistency – Mystery and Tall
Dark and Have Some have hattricks to their names to prove their
worth. The Mighty Old Clothes out

First time champions were crowned
in2006 in the persons of the
Hasherettes who did a song on
“Male Bashing. Second place went
to Mash Up Posse with “Move out
the Way” and in third place was
Minimus Dan and the Gruesome
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did them by having a beaver-trick
(of last places) and other last places
along the way. In competition Tall
dark and Have Some and Big Mac
have the most appearances
In addition to the performers
mentioned previously, the
following Hash Calypsonians have
copyrighted their names and this
precludes their use by others
: Vitamint M, Soca Duhlahins,
Children at Play, Super Blender,
Cheer Babies and Lager Who.
We have had an entrant in the
competition whose calypso was
released in the hash trash at the
2nd hash after Carnival. We have
also had one competitor submit
his performance by video from
Barbados where he was spending
the Carnival weekend. TUCO does
have some catching up to do.
That the Hash has survived sixteen
editions of this and with another
upcoming soon is a clear indication
that we have got it right. Our
impressive record is here chronicled
for your information and edification.
Long live the Hash Calypso !

TIPS AND TRICKS
ON SPORT INJURIES

Sonia Carrington

HASHERS ARE AN UNUSUAL BREED, YES DRINKERS WITH A RUNNING PROBLEM,
PEOPLE WHO LOVE RUNNING,PEOPLE WHO LOVE RUNNING THROUGH FOREST, MUD,
FILTHY WATER, UP HILL, DOWN HILL, ON UNEVEN TERRAIN,ON HAND AND KNEES.....
YOU GET MY DRIFT. SO INJURIES ARE SOMETIMES INEVITABLE, ESPECIALLY ON THE
UNEVEN TERRAIN PART, RUNNING DOWNHILL, FALLING ..ETC, PLUS MOST OF US ARE
NO LONGER IN OUR TWENTIES,SO MORE PRONE TO INJURIES.

TIPS
•

If everyone will do just two simple things, one warm

up for at least 5 minutes before the start and two,

•

Falling ....try not to:)

But if you do, putting your

hand out to brace the fall can end up with dislocations,

stretch for a couple minutes after, (before the beer), that

sprains, severed tendons..etc. So,.... I did see a hasher

alone will aid in prevention of injuries to the muscles.

take a tumble and roll and get back up, no hands used,

•

and this was going down hill...very impressive, if you’re
Now if you twist your ankle, well, maybe that could

be prevented by making sure your shoes are laced
securely, or wear shoes with some ankle support or,
wear an ankle brace for those with weak ankles or
previous injuries. Should that happen, ice as soon as
possible and every two hours after that.

•

not able, grab someone next to you, fall on the person
in front of you.....just kidding. Dont fall!.

•

Should you suffer with chronic injures, running only

makes it worse, so REST, get therapy of
some sort. Add pure MSM to your vitamin list or shark
cartilage, its good for joints, arthritis, etc.

Also doing exercises to strengthen the most injury

Walk instead of run until you feel better. Running with

prone areas, ankles and knees and lower back. Simple

chronic injuries just makes it worse for

stuff, like standing at the edge of a step and going up

you later on.

and down, 4 sets 15 reps once or twice a week for the

Pain is a warning sign, listen to your body. Happy

ankles.

hashing!!

•

Editors Note:

Put a towel under the knee with the leg straight and

press down on it, foot flexed (same sets and reps) for
the knees.

•

Lie on the floor, face down, hands behind the head

and make like a banana, for the lower back. How
simple is that once or twice a week?

MSM stands for methylsulfonylmethane and it is made
up of sulfur which occurs naturally in small amounts in
many foods like milk and tomatoes. MSM is designed
with one goal in mind. That is to help joint conditions.
This goes for osteoarthritis, sprains, tendinitis, bursitis
and sports-related injuries. It also has been used in
concert with two other substances called Glucosamine
and Chondroitin, which have also been known to treat
joint problems.
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HASH NAMES

I know the title of this piece would raise eyebrows
but before anyone asks, please do not ask about the
gender of POSHHH. Having gotten that out of the way,
POSHHH has spawned several offshoots.

POSHHH has never been big on names for Hashers.
Over the years we have had names mainly for groups.
Names, such as the Bimbos, Big Dicks, Fearsome
Foursome, Arima Possee, Central Possee to name
a few have been used to identify groups. Unlike other
Hashes we are not big into names. The origins of these
group names more often than not would have been
assumed names as opposed to given names. Some
of these assumed names are appropriate in some
instances and wishful thinking in others.
The POSHHH does have some individuals with given
names and we attempted to get the story behind some
of the names.

HHHMMM

Hash House Harriers Mens Monday Madness
(HHHMMM) came into being in 1997. The brain child of
Abel “Hairy Monster” Coelho and Keith “Forklift” Nieves.
These two gentlemen, single back then, found that every
other Saturday was not enough so they introduced the
HHHMMM which was just another officially designated
drinking day. So every other Monday HHHMMM get
together for a run and a drink.

RAPIST

“Forklift” got his name in Orlando in 1995 when a Trini
hasher was told and I paraphrase here “The females
here are so ugly that you would need a forklift to get an
erection” and so Forklift was named.

This name was given to a now deceased hasher who
was a prankster and it was during one of his favourite
pranks which was to paint sleeping hashers with
toothpaste that he got the name. One year in Tobago he
entered a room an attempted to paste a Bajan female
hasher who awoke during the process and shouted
“Rape” and so he got his name.

TALL DARK AND HAVESOME

NUMBNUTS

FORKLIFT

Again in Orlando InterAm 1995 on the hospitality night
in the POSHHH hospitality suite a female came into
the suite and declared that going past the pool she saw
the manhood of men from many countries but she had
not seen a Trinidadian. Denis then Pointed at me and
said “go over there and ask that tall man. The female
then responded Who the Tall Dark one? Denis said yes
to which she replied I would love to have some of the
Tall Dark one. The Orlando HM was within earshot and
promptly christened me Tall Dark and Havesome.

POSHHH OFFSPRING

The story goes that one evening Mark was playing darts
and his game and aim was really terrible and none
other than Blunden expressed that he was playing as if
his nuts were numb.

MAMMA ASS

Back in 1997 for the InterAm, Roy ‘TPFO’ Purves had
a competition to get a hash name for Aunty Mags and
several names were suggested all making reference to
her largest asset and MAMMA ASS was the winner.
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POSHHH FOOTBALLERS

In the early days we had the footballers who went under
the name “WHITE SHADOWS” who eventually became
defunct. Today however we have a new breed of
Footballers (sic) which are mainly the younger hashers
and some of their friends plus Allan, Gerry, Tosca,
Hayden and Martin. The team was named POSHHHers
as per a radio advert when they played a popular radio
station. This football team was born out of the rivalry
between the Under 45s and the Over 45s or some would
say the rivalry between Justin and Martin with regard to
the prowess of their respective age groups. So it was
that in 2011 a football team was formalized complete
with uniforms, Manager, Skipper, Coach and Equipment
Manager.

ALZHEIMERS POSSEE

The relationship between the POSHHH and the Caribs
Rugby Club came to an end after many years, This
meant that the hashers who ran during the week,
especially on Thursdays, did not have a base camp.
So, one of our golfing insurance agents arranged with
the Invaders Steel Orchestra for the group to use the

panyard as a base on a Thursday. This group however
consists of mainly hashers who are somewhat advanced
in age. Invaders has been very accommodating. I am
not sure if the fact that invaders is one of the oldest
steelbands in Trinidad has anything to do with it.

DIE HARDS

Standing on a pavement outside a bar after a Monday
run, a plan was developed. We were going to hit
the road on Carnival Monday with our ‘carte’ and a
‘boombox’ and ‘play mas’. Great idea. Alas – this was
not to be. On making enquiries we learnt that not any
and everybody can ‘come out and play mas’ . You must
register and get police permission along with some other
red tape requirements. However this was not going to
deter those that dreamt up this idea.
A couple years later we went on to acquiring our own
truck which we constructed into a ‘bar’ and music truck.
So it was that the Die Hards was born - from the womb
of the box on wheels fertilized by the ScandalUs folk,
carefully molded and tended to by Hashers. It must be
said however that not only hashers are responsible for
the Die Hards band. Our dear departed b.f.f. Joan was
a great supporter and having said this, I must let it be
known that the dreamers of this idea did not end up
being the implementers of this idea. ‘Nuff’ said.
Our little Carnival band is a wonderful thing giving all
those who take part a great carnival experience at an
affordable cost. The organization is ‘first rate’. It may
not be around forever as every year is a challenge but
it will be sorely missed if it peters out. However, let it be
said – it has been one of the most successful ‘spin offs’
of the POSHHH. We are not in the business of Carnival
and have never been. Who would have thought we could
have pulled off such a thing and done it for six years.
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